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T

wo violent incidents brought
me to where I am
today. The first
was the unexpected death of
my uncle, the day
after I arrived in Uganda to see
him; the second, the attempted
murder of my Ugandan farm
manager, three years later. The
first I came to see as serendipity, the second as rocket fuel.
Serendipity landed me, aged
30, on unruly Ndali farm, with its
tourist lodge, in Western Uganda while its manager and visionary – my uncle, Mark Price – was
being buried in Yorkshire. It was
originally an emergency measure. I was expecting to be back
within a couple of months making furniture near Chipping Norton – doughnuts, strong coffee,
ear-defenders and biscuit jointer (my favourite “bodge-it” tool
for avoiding a mortice and tenon)
by day, a pint of Hook Norton and
steak and kidney pie by night. Instead, these faded into the distance along with eight nephews
and nieces, a five-year-long relationship, a red Ford Escort (an
inheritance from my grandmother and which passed away
during my first year away during a joyride around an Oxfordshire industrial estate), and heaps
of books on Tibetan Buddhism.
Seven years on, I am still in
Uganda, smitten with a rare gift:
the liberating feeling from top to
toe that I am in the right place,
at the right time, doing the right
thing, no matter what the complications. Curiously, I am in better contact now with my friends
in England than I ever was when
I was there. I think its is because
I feel good in my skin, like I have
come up from under water.

I inherited a mixed African
farm of bananas, coffee, cattle,
alcohol distillation, and 29 families in ramshackle houses that
shouldn’t have been there – and
Mr B, the then-farm-manager. It
was making a roaring loss, not
overly helped by Mr B, a defrocked priest, who was getting
fatter and richer by the minute
in inverse proportion to the farm’s
performance as he wined and
dined all the local administration. With the threat of reprisals
heavy in the air, it took me three
months of heated negotiations
to see off Mr B with a golden
handshake and a wild party. Now
we’re best of friends.
This was in a period when the
Allied Democratic Front had
strongholds in the Mountains of
the Moon (the Rwenzoris) which
overlook Ndali, and the group
sporadically raided local villages,
murdering and plundering. President Museveni personally arranged for our lodge to be protected by the army. For a year
we had 12 soldiers stationed on
on the farm in trenches they dug
themselves, and from where they
used to busy themselves feeding
our small troop of baboons, smoking marijuana, drinking Ndalidistilled banana gin and entertaining the village girls.
Then there was an attack with
a panga (machete) on my new
farm manager, Monday, when he
disturbed a thief in his house. It
left a chunk out the back of his
head like a quarter-slice of apple.
We learnt to dress the wound
every other day with wild honey
and gauze. The effect was phenomenal: it protected the wound
from bacteria at the same time
as it promoted growth of new
flesh over the bone.
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33 FROM 8 TO 10PM

33 FROM 10PM TO 12MDN’T

Sport Relief Presents
Little Britain’s Big Swim

Mastermind

8PM BBC1

This is surely the only TV show
where Jorge Luis Borges rubs shoulders with the history of Charlton
Athletic. Firearms from the 12th to
the 18th century and Arabic dance
are the other specialist subjects.

10PM BBC2

David Walliams (right) swims the
Channel for charity. This film follows
the preparations for the Little Britain
star’s impressive and (we now
know) successful marathon paddle.

Horizon: Nuclear
Nightmares

Truly Madly Deeply

10PM FILMFOUR

Africa Live

An Everlasting Piece

9PM BBC2

9PM CHANNEL 4

11.20PM BBC2

3.40AM CHANNEL 4

You’d think that the Government itself
had commissioned this documentary,
which presents evidence that radiation
may not be as bad for us as we feared.

A lovely documentary about clients
of Stars in the Skies, a north London
dating agency for people with
learning disabilities.

Booked a French villa this summer?
François Ozon’s elegant mystery will
get you in the mood, as Charlotte
Rampling’s blocked author (above)
sheds her British reserve.

Andy Kershaw was in Dakar, Senegal, to witness 150 of Africa’s top
musicians performing to promote
the Roll Back Malaria campaign.

Barry Levinson trades Baltimore for
Belfast in his characterful comedy, set in
the Troubles of the 1980s. Billy Connolly
(above) plays a deranged wig-maker.

10PM
But the shock of the attack made
its mark on an HIV-positive patient and I nursed a bed-ridden
friend for a year. He failed to pull
through. But being beside Monday concentrated in me a positive aggression towards the
farm’s future: nothing shouts
“transitory” so clearly as death.
Monday bestowed a type of rocket-up-my-arse blessing when he
left me and Ndali behind.
My current farm manager is
Kato, a small bundle of immense
energy without whom I could
achieve nothing and who constantly raises my morale and
lightens my mood with funny stories. Although not a mechanic
he’s more inventive than me at
tying things on with bits of string

and plastic bags and so doubles
up as an excellent Ugandan driver of Be Nicer, our Land Rover.
Kato and Monday taught me
that getting Ndali “right” was a
question of good people-management and experiment. We set
everyone on a bonus system. Having no mechanisation, everything
was and still is done by hand so
we slashed elephant grass and
burned, then dug, re-dug, and
planted. We tried, among others,
rice, soya, maize, chillis, onions,
and pyrethrum. Then I hit upon
vanilla. It became my eating,
walking, sleeping, talking, loveaffair nightmare. Vanilla is in my
bedroom, in the loo, on the window-shelf, under the sink, in my

pockets, stuffed in old socks,
wrapped in cooking foil, sweating in containers, soaking in alcohol, strewn on the floor like
confetti, and frazzling on the
dashboard of Be Nicer. My
friends say I stink of vanilla.
I’d been in need of a high-value,
low-volume crop and one that
could work financially on a small
scale, that would be in harmony
with the direction I wanted to
take the farm in terms of ethos,
challenge, scope for creativity. I
didn’t want to change the existing character of Ndali – wild and
hilly with lots of regenerating forest – so swathes of maize or acres
of coffee were never

Vanilla
guerrilla

Swimming Pool

11PM

10.00 BBC News at Ten
O’Clock (T) (15329).

11.00 Men Behaving
Badly. Tony gives himself a

10.30 Regional News;
Weather (T) (551145).

DIY tattoo in order to
impress Deborah (R) (T)
(6077).

10.35 Only Fools on
Horses. The results of
tonight’s contest, you’ll
be agog to learn
(T) (744706).

11.30 This Week (followed
by Weatherview) (T)
(266459).

33 Africa Live.

LATE
12.20 Sign Zone: Top Gear (R)
(1331424). 1.20 The Curious
House Guest (R) (T)
(2238733). 1.50 Eating With
(R) (T) (9753356). 2.20 Stars
in Fast Cars (R) (T)
(6847733). 2.50 Britain’s
Streets of Debt (R) (T)
(9616288). 3.35 Return to
Tuscany (R) (T) (88479004).
4.05 Return to Tuscany (R) (T)
(71543269). 4.35 BBC News
24 (T) (6842004). To 6am.

10.00 33 Mastermind.

11.20

SEE PICK OF THE DAY (T)

SEE PICK OF THE DAY (T)

(33771).

(321416).

12.20 BBC News 24 (T)
(486801). 2.00 BBC Learning
Zone: Mediterranean Tales (R)
(T) (4166838). To 6am.

11.00 Surveillance City.
Love Island for voyeurs?
No, it’s a report from an
estate where residents
have set up their own
CCTV network (1145).

12.00 The Mint (T)
(15877085).4.10 Britain’s
Best Back Gardens (R) (T)
(39344694). 4.35 Moving Day
(R) (T) (63943269). 5.00 ITV
Nightscreen (86004).
5.30 ITV News (T) (96356).
To 6am.

10.30 Newsnight (T)
(636690).

10.00 Love Island. Patrick
Kielty and Fearne Cotton
report from the amorous
atoll (T) (37597).

When Lulu Sturdy inherited her uncle’s run-down Ugandan
estate, she found herself alone on a failing farm in a war zone.
Seven years on, she has built it into a Fairtrade phenomenon

33 LATE

10.30 ITV News;
Weather (T) (19145).

11.30 Paparazzi Secrets.
That they wouldn’t sell
their grannies for a snap
of Posh? (T) (25351).

10.00 Big Brother.

11.05 Sugar Rush. Saint

Highlights from the past 24
hours (T) (5577874).

goes away to a sex festival,
leaving Kim wondering
what she will be getting up
to. Er... (T) (644329).

12.05 Boys Will Be Girls (T)
(8833288). 12.40 Big Brother
Live (63895801). 3.40 33
FILM An Everlasting Piece
(Barry Levinson 2000 US)
SEE PICK OF THE DAY (T)
(363269). 5.20 Countdown (R)
(T) (3617646). To 6.05am.

11.35 Big Brother’s Big
Mouth. Cheap filler from
the addled minds of Big
Brother fans (520955).

10.00 House. Hugh Laurie
attempts to treat a
schizophrenic woman
who is admitted with a
pulmonary embolism, but
soon realises that there
must be more to her case
when she starts bleeding
excessively
(R) (T) (3039435).

11.00 The Baby Mind
Reader. Derek Ogilvie
treats troubled two-year-old
Jacob, and finds the child
has visions of a prison-like
environment. And he’s
about the right age to be
watching Big Brother, too
(R) (T) (4666665).

12.00 Nascar (1541424).
12.50 IndyCar Racing
(6910269). 1.40 Rolex Grand
American (7255578). 2.30 V8
Supercars (6575849).
3.20 Winter X Games 2006
(7540172). 4.20 Major League
Soccer (7697004). To 6am.

299836-0.eps GRANVILLE TECHNOLOGY GROUP LTD
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YOUR GUIDE TO
TODAY’S MUST-SEE TV
BY GERARD GILBERT

33

33 BEFORE 6PM

33 FROM 6 TO 8PM

Test Cricket

I Hate the 60s

10AM SKY SPORTS 1

6PM UKTV HISTORY

Matthew Hoggard, his hand trodden
on by his teammate Tim Bresnan
during a game of touch rugby, sees if
he is fit to face Pakistan at Lord’s in
the First Test. The England attack is
already deprived of Andrew Flintoff,
Simon Jones and Ashley Giles.

David Aaronovitch (right), Cristina
Odone and Peter Hitchens are the
sceptical triumvirate taking aim at
the decade described by Norman
Tebbit as “insufferable, smug, sanctimonious, naive, guilt-ridden, wet,
pink". But don’t get him started.

Golf

Julia

Evacuees

1PM BBC2

4PM MORE4

7PM BBC2

The Scottish Open from Loch
Lomond. Prize money of £2.4m,
not the scenery, has lured the
likes of Sergio Garcia and Ernie Els.

Jane Fonda (above) as Lillian Hellman
is terrific, but Vanessa Redgrave won
an Oscar in this glossy, respectful tale
of resisting the Nazis.

How one and a half million British
children, labelled like luggage, were
evacuated from the cities to the
countryside in September 1939.

Channel 4

ITV1 Granada

BBC2

BBC1

UP TO 6PM

6PM

7PM

6.00 Breakfast (T) (17122961). 9.15 Behind Bars
(T) (2004232). 10.00 Homes under the Hammer
(R) (T) (33481).11.00 To Buy or Not to Buy (R) (T)
(3808752). 11.45 Car Booty (R) (T) (725226).
12.15 Cash in the Attic (R) (T) (4805110). 1.00 BBC
News; Weather (T) (20961). 1.30 Regional News;
Weather (T) (96985394). 1.40 Neighbours (T)
(43128936). 2.05 The Afternoon Play (R) (T)
(6006329). 3.05 Animal Park (T) (8573706).
3.20 BBC News; Regional News; Weather (T)
(7878752). 3.25 CBBC: ChuckleVision (7806597).
3.40 Maya & Miguel (T) (1418706). 4.05 Bamzooki
Bolt Togethers (R) (T) (9094023). 4.30 Sport Relief:
Get Sub’d (T) (394). 5.00 Lizzie McGuire (T)
(2020313). 5.25 Newsround (T) (7119435).
5.35 Neighbours (R) (T) (919400).

6.00 BBC News (T) (787).

7.00 Big Cat Week.

6.30 Regional News;
Weather (T) (139).

The baby cheetah Toto and
his mother find themselves
in trouble when a tropical
storm hits the Mara (4313).

7.00 CBBC: Batfink (5756684). 7.05 Yvon of the
Yukon (R) (T) (1465810). 7.30 Level Up (T) (82313).
8.30 CBeebies: Boogie Beebies (38226).
9.00 Balamory (R) (T) (5279400). 9.20 Toddworld
(T) (3781042). 9.30 Bits and Bobs (R) (T) (6156313).
9.45 Bobinogs (R) (T) (6151868). 10.00 Tikkabilla
(R) (T) (11771). 10.30 FILM The Bad News Bears in
‘Breaking Training’ (Michael Pressman 1977 US)
Comedy sequel, starring William Devane (T) (52969).
12.00 The Daily Politics (R) (T) (32042).
12.30 Working Lunch (T) (50936). 1.00 33 Golf: the
Scottish Open. SEE PICK OF THE DAY (T) (3052412).

6.00 Eggheads. A new set
of challengers hoping to win
the big prize of £1,000 (R)
(T) (329).

6.00 GMTV (T) (1800435). 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show (T) (1377145). 10.30 This Morning (T)
(45348). 12.30 ITV News (T) (97787). 1.30 Looking
Good Feeling Great (T) (42961). 2.00 Our New Life in
Everwood (T) (16226). 2.59 Granada Weather
(5911787). 3.00 CITV: Pocoyo (7883684).
3.05 Thomas & Friends (T) (7988145). 3.15 Potatoes
and Dragons (T) (7984329). 3.25 Shuriken School
(R) (T) (4496348). 4.00 The Darling Buds of May
(R) (T) (5936). 5.00 The Price Is Right (T) (8752).

6.05 Children: Inuk (R) (T) (8947706). 6.20 The
Hoobs (R) (T) (2243329). 6.45 The Hoobs (R) (T)
(5915619). 7.10 Mornings: B4 (7508313). 7.40 Big
Brother’s Little Brother (T) (2663226). 8.10 Big
Brother (R) (T) (4232067). 8.55 Everybody Loves
Raymond (R) (T) (4630918). 9.20 Frasier (R) (T)
(9716058). 9.50 Will & Grace (R) (T) (1467923).
10.15 ER (R) (T) (5993503). 11.10 Without a Trace
(R) (T) (3811226). 12.00 News at Noon (T) (27110).
12.30 Ed (R) (T) (7680348). 1.20 Channel 4 Racing
from Newmarket. Featuring the 1.30, 2.35 and 3.10pm
races (T) (55808416). 3.30 Countdown (T)
(4184435). 4.15 Deal or No Deal (T) (7159077).
5.00 Richard & Judy (T) (6394).

8.00 Milkshake!: Fifi and the Flowertots (R) (T)
(3046110). 8.15 Peppa Pig (R) (T) (2738394).
8.25 Ebb and Flo (R) (T) (5361619). 8.30 Look! (R)
(T) (2890665). 8.35 Old Bear Stories (R) (T)
(9161145). 8.50 My First (R) (T) (2983329).
8.55 Sandy and Mr Flapper (T) (2802400). 9.00 The
Wright Stuff (T) (7312619). 10.30 Trisha Goddard (T)
(5444023). 11.30 Five News (T) (2381139).
12.00 Home and Away (R) (T) (9332139).
12.30 BrainTeaser (5455139). 1.30 FILM Beau Geste
(Douglas Heyes 1966 US) Telly Savalas stars (T)
(73959226). 3.40 FILM Backtrack! (Earl Bellamy 1969
US) Texas Ranger tale (9866923). 5.30 Five News
(T) (6276874).

8PM
8.00 33 Sport Relief
Presents Little Britain’s
Big Swim. SEE PICK OF THE
DAY (T) (3905).

7.30 EastEnders. Darren,
Mickey and Dawn decide
Keith has to be put to work
on the stall (T) (333).

7.00 33 Evacuees.
SEE PICK OF THE DAY (T)

(5077).

6.30 Flog It! Paul Martin
explores a Glasgow
tenement flat that has
remained unchanged for
100 years. Rab C Nesbitt’s,
presumably (T) (481).

6.00 Granada Reports;
Weather (T) (955).

8.00 James May’s Top
Toys. A celebration of
such classic toys as
Meccano, Lego, Scalextric,
Airfix and (of course) the
train set (R) (T) (8597).

9.00 Only Fools on
Horses. Angus Deayton
and Kirsty Gallacher host
more of the showjumping
charity event that is unlikely
to revive widespread
interest in the sport (T)
(3619).

9.00 33 Horizon:
Nuclear Nightmares.
SEE PICK OF THE DAY

(T) (322139).

6.00 The Simpsons. The

7.00 Channel 4 News.

local jazz identity Bleeding
Gums Murphy teaches Lisa
how to express her gloomy
moods through music (R)
(T) (597).

Including sport and weather
(T) (951023).

8.00 The View from
River Cottage. Hugh

9.00 33 Truly Madly
Deeply. SEE PICK OF THE

Fearnley-Whittingstall looks
back at his time in Dorset,
which is just a polite way
of saying that this is a
repeat (R) (T) (6771).

DAY (T) (6329).

6.30 Hollyoaks. Russ
gets a helping hand from
Mercedes (T) (357).

7.55 3-Minute Wonder:
Up Close and Personal.
Chris Khoo, a plastic
surgeon, offers an insight
into his profession, including
how toes can be made into
fingers (T) (265752).

(8706).

7.00 Five News.

8.00 Extraordinary Pets.

Ric has a terrible first day
as the school cleaner
(T) (6273787).

With Priya Kaur Jones
(3978058).

People who keep wild
animals as pets, including
an animal trainer who keeps
a tiger cub around the
house and two fully grown
tigers at the bottom of the
garden, and a professional
skydiver who keeps bottlefed giraffes (bottles of
what?) on her farm (R)
(3943684).

7.15 Cricket on Five.
6.30 Becker. John steps in
to help his cousin’s faltering
marriage (T) (6191139).

England vs Pakistan.
Highlights from the opening
day of the first of four Tests
between the teams at
Lord’s (T) (6372690).

9.00 Bad Girls. Return of
the laughable prison soap,
in which Amanda Donohoe
plays the new governor, and
Sid Owen (Ricky from
EastEnders) also finds an
acting berth. Tonight there’s
a mysterious illness and a
dead governor to contend
with (T) (8787).

8.30 Jamie’s Great
Escape. As is this (R) (T)

6.00 Home and Away.

HARTMUT FIEBIG;
JOE MILES

going to fit the bill. There was a
drive in Uganda to help move
export earnings towards nontraditional crops and I was
awarded a small grant from a
US-government-funded project
to establish vanilla. It became
clear that to make a success of
it on a small scale I was going to
have to take it all the way down
the line: grow it and buy it from
others, cure it, extract it, package it, brand it, market it…
The decision to launch Ndali
vanilla as Fairtrade was as much
a business decision as it was ideological. I’d already built up a
good, close, working
relationship

with a small group of vanilla
farmers in the mountains. I gave
themsalescommissionfromour
own cured sales of their vanilla;
most importantly, we trusted
each other. The logical step then
for both parties was to help the
farmers gain Fairtrade certification, enabling them to become
more professional and independent with the support of a
large “family” network and, at
the same time, validating the
Ndali brand in the eyes of the
UK supermarkets.
I had no interest from these
stores at first. Then I hit lucky
with the creative, open-minded
buyer at Waitrose, who took

time, three years ago, to really
listen. When I called a year later,
a little closer to my goal with a
packaging prototype, the same
buyersaid: “We like to workwith
small businesses such as yourselves”. It was still a long way
off from a “yes”, but I clung to
my vision like a pit bull terrier.
In September last year my
farmers became the first Fairtrade-certified vanilla growers
(and still the only ones) on the
African continent – aided by my
close work for more than a year
with the Fair-

trade Labelling Organisation (FLO) in Bonn, and the
UK Fairtrade Foundation, to establishwhatwouldbeafairprice
for green Ugandan beans. I now
pay more than twice the current
conventional price to Fairtrade
growers.TwomonthslaterNdali
Fairtrade vanilla was launched
on Waitrose’s shelves and in various independent shops as the
first-ever retailing Fairtrade
vanilla. Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstallhaskindlycalleditsome
of the best vanilla he has ever
come across. In the meantime I
have taught myself how to obtain pure vanillin crystals (the
whitecompoundthatgivesvanil-

la its typical aroma) on the
surface of the best beans and
howtoproducevanillaextract
from whole beans.
But we still have an awfully long way to go. Total sales
to one supermarket amount to
under 200kg of cured vanilla
in one year. From 10 tonnes of
green beans Ndali produces
1,800kg a year of cured vanilla
andcouldquiteeasilytreblethat
production, especially since we
are overwhelmed with farmers
clamouring to join the Fairtrade
network, which has grown from
50 to more than 600 farmers.
Buttherearetwoobstacles:people are not used to using wholebean vanilla in their cooking (especially in savoury recipes) so
volumes are always going to be
on the low side, and I need another supermarket to stock our
vanilla if branded sales are to
make a real impact on farmers’
bottom lines here in Uganda.
In the meantime I am in
negotiation with the Dutch
and Belgian markets and am focusing on other avenues to
spread my risk: offering to
supply my “competitors” with
our vanilla for their own
brands, including

the supermarkets; offering bulk
vanillapricestothemajorvanilla
extract manufacturers, which
also helps to absorb my smaller,
grade-B beans; and we have had
a serious enquiry from a specialist soap manufacturer. I am
also developing a unique Ndaliblend Fairtrade vanilla extract.
My biggest mistake has been
nottoconcentrateonthesemore
stable, bread-and-butter, avenues earlier. Yet this may not
have been feasible since the
greatest blessing of being one
ofthefirstoperatorsintheworld
to have Fairtrade vanilla has also
been the greatest stumbling
block – being ahead of the game
can be frustrating, waiting for
others to catch up. The largest
world consumers of vanilla
beans are the US manufacturers of industrial vanilla extract
(and other related vanilla products), such as McCormick and
Danisco. Their products go into
ice cream, biscuits, chocolate
andpastriestheworldover.Both
appear to be researching customer demand and the possible
supplyofFairtradevanillabeans.
But giants move slowly and I
still have a tonne of Fairtrade
vanillasittinginmycuringhouse
while we are about to start another harvest. I’m short-term
gambling but I don’t want to
let the farmers down by
turning away their crop. I
like to think that’s called
burning bridges to achieve
riches…
www.ndali.net

9.50 Coast. The south
Wales littoral (T) (363874).

8.00 PokerFace. Six new
contestants try to bluff
and double-bluff their
opponents in the game
show hosted and devised
(down the pub, apparently)
by Ant and Dec (T) (5023).

(T) (435).

On the farm
(from left): workers
blanching vanilla
pods; vanilla
worker Ntongani
Vincent sun-drying
vanilla; Lulu Sturdy
grading vanilla
with worker Deo
Byamukama and
(below) on the
Ndali estate with
her dogs

9PM

7.00 Emmerdale. The
Yorkshire village has one of
its periodic catastrophes
(you may recall the crashed
airliner). Tom’s show home
goes up in a fireball, leaving
various mystery characters
trapped in the rubble (T)
(2503).

6.30 ITV News; Weather
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9.00 The Hotel
Inspector. Ruth Watson
visits Langtry Manor, a
three-star establishment in
Bournemouth that, as its
name suggests, was built by
Edward VII for his mistress.
Them was the days, as
Watson discovers outdated
decor and imprudent
budgeting (T) (3036348).

The flavour maker
■ Vanilla grows on vines,
which climb up trees or poles.
Most vanilla is grown in Madagascar, India and China
■ Vanilla was first produced
in ancient Mexico, and was
brought to Europe by the
Spanish conquistadors.
Mexico continued to be the
main producer throughout
the 19th century.
■ The fruit or pod of the
vanilla contains tiny black
seeds, which contain the
vanilla flavouring.
■ The main species
grown as a crop
is Vanilla
planifolia.
In Mexico, it is pollinated by a native bee,
but in other countries
the flowers must be
pollinated by hand. The
flowers are short-lived
and farmers must har-

vest the pods before they
open, so vanilla is a labourintensive crop.
■ Vanilla is one of the key
ingredients of Coca-Cola, and
the Coca-Cola corporation is
one of the largest consumers
of natural vanilla extract.
■ Vanilla has many uses in
both sweet and savoury cooking. It is widely used in
cakes and ice cream,
but the majority of
manufactured
foods contain synthetically produced
vanilla flavouring, which is
much cheaper to produce than
the real thing.
■ Vanilla was once
thought to be an aphrodisiac and a remedy
for fevers. It is still
used in aromatherapy treatments.
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WATCH
ROUND
THE CLOCK

Five

13.07.2006 Today’s television
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